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IWG awards 
Dr Bader 
Al-Duwaish 

Members of the International Women
Group (IWG);  spouse of  the
Armenian and Vietnam ambassa-

dors and the group advisor, Narjis Al-Shatti
recently visited NCCAL’s assistant secre-
tary general for arts and theatre, Dr Bader
Al-Duwaish to present a trophy in appreci-
ation for his support to the group’s pro-
grams and activities on various local, Arab
and international occasions. 

Dar Al-Qattan Diwan seminar 

In the presence of a prominent group of arts and media figures, Dar Al-
Qattan Diwan recently organized a seminar on the occasion of celebrating
the national and liberation anniversaries. Guests were welcomed by their

host, Waleed Ja’far Al-Qattan who started the event by standing up for a
moment in mourning of Kuwait’s martyrs. 

Celebrate Kuwait’s 
anniversaries with Bateel

Bateel, the globally renowned gourmet boutique, is delighted to
introduce its National Day Collection. Showcasing eloquently
branded wrapped chocolates and a range of luxury gifts, proud-

ly presented in the traditional colors of Kuwait. Embrace the essence
of rich tradition in Kuwait, with Bateel’s wrapped sweet treats, provid-
ing a premium range of delicious ganache and pralines encased in the
finest single origin chocolate. Alternatively, keep close to the regional
favorite and spoil family and friends with Bateel’s signature assorted
dates, promising the finest gourmet offering in the region. Bateel’s
National Day Collection delights with an assortment of delectable
offerings reflecting the spirit of the festive day, promising the perfect
centre piece for any celebration. The new range of retail items is avail-
able now across all Bateel stores in Avenues Mall and Al Hamra Mall.

In collaboration with KOC, The Kids World Kindergarten in Al-Qosoor organized a special festivity to celebrate
the national and liberation days’ anniversaries as well as the 12th anniversary of HH the Amir’s succession at
Ahmadi Oasis. The ceremony was attended by the kindergarten owner, Narjis Al-Shatti, parents and the spouse

of Guyana Ambassador to Kuwait who all shared the kids’ joy and joined them in many games and competitions.  

NASA scientist
to speak at
GUST

Gulf University for Science and
Technology’s (GUST) Global Studies
Center (GSC), in coordination with

the Embassy of the United States of
America, announced yesterday an upcoming
presentation by a leading scientist from
NASA’s jet propulsion laboratory, Nagin
Cox, who will be providing insights into
space exploration, Mars missions, and
women in Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Math (STEM). The seminar will  be
attended by GUST management, faculty,
staff, and students. The seminar is also open
to the general public. 

Head of the Global Studies Center at
GUST, Dr Martin Rosenstock, said, “We are

very excited to
collaborate with
the US Embassy, to
bring in such an
established scien-
tist as Nagin Cox,
from a prestigious
institution l ike
NASA. We contin-
ually try to find
new ways of
enhancing the
GUST academic
experience by
organizing events
that bring together great minds and present
unique viewpoints to learn from.”

Zainab “Nagin” Cox is a senior engineer
at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL),
where she has served as a systems engineer
and manager on multiple interplanetary
robotic missions; including the Galileo mis-
sion to Jupiter, Mars Exploration Rover mis-
sions, and the Kepler telescope mission to
search for earth-like planets around other

stars. Currently, Cox is a Mission Leader on
the operations team for the Mars Science
Laboratory (MSL), NASA’s Mars Curiosity
Rover, which landed in August 2012 and has
been exploring Mars ever since. 

For the presentation, Cox will provide
insights about the various missions from her
extensive experience, touching on topics
such as what it takes to put a robot on
another planet, the technological require-
ments, and the effects on the human being
managing the robot. In addition, she will
touch upon the challenges and benefits of
having more women the STEM fields. 

Such unique discussions and events are
continuously organized by the GSC, in an
effort to provide new knowledge, stimulate
research, aid in student development, and
enhance the faculty’s campus experience. It
is a leading research center on Global
Studies in Kuwait and a vehicle for engaging
both internal and external communities
through events on stimulating issues. The
lecture will be held on March 6, 2018, on
GUST’s campus, room W1-010, at 5:00pm. 


